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TENNES3EE VALLEY AUTHORITY*

.

CH ATTANOOGA. TENNESSEE 37401

6N 38A Lookout Place

JUN 301989

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Hashington, D.C. 20555

Dear Sir:

TVA - BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT (BFN) UNIT 2 - DOCKET N0. 50-260 - FACILITY
'

OPERATING LICENSE DPR-52 - REPORTABLE OCCURRENCE REPORT BFR0-50-260/89013 R1

The enclosed report provides details concerning the failure to meet technical
specifications because of inadequate control of flood protection barriers.
This report is submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 50.73 (a)(2)(1). This
report is being revised to reflect a change in the current commitment due date.

Very truly yours,

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
-

.

. R. Bynum
Vice President
Nuclear Power Production

Enclosures
cc (Enclosures):

Regional Administration
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Office of Inspection and Enforcement
Region II
101 Marietta Street, Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30303

INPO Records Center
Suite 1500
1100 Circle 75 Parkway
Atlanta, Georgia 30339 1
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NRC Resident Inspector , BFN !
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On April 9, 1989, at 1016 hours, it was discovered by a system engineer that

! manway covers in RHRSW pump room A and D were not bolted down. Since the manways
provide a flood barrier for the RIIRSW pump rooms the A1, A2, A3, D1, D2, and D3
RilRSW pumps were declared inoperable. The manways were secured on April 15, 1989
after questions on bolting material were resolved. A review of work documents
associated with the manways revealed that the manways were removed on February 9,
1989 in order to inspect pipe supports under the floor. A review of plant system i

status from February 9, 1989, until the manways were secured discovered that the
condition caused the technical specifications for containment cooling to not be 1

met between March 23, 1989, and April 8, 1989. This condition is reportable

under 10CFR 50. 73 (a)(2)(i) .

The condition was caused by inadequate identification of flood barriers in plant
procedures. A list of required flood barriers will be placed in plant procedures
and the barriers placed under administrative control to prevent future recurrence.
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Description of Event

On April 9, 1989, at 1016 hours, manway covers to floor penetrations in the A-
residual. heat removal service water (RHRSW)(EIIS code BI) and the D RHRSW pump
room were found' unbolted by the system engineer. The floor penetrations in the
RHRSW pump rooms are designed to be sealed to prevent flooding of the RHRSW pump
rooms from ground water. Because of this condition, the A1, A2, A3, Dl, D2, and
D3 HilRSW pumps were declared inoperable. The manway covers were secured on
April 15, 1989 after questions on bolting material were resolved. The associated
HilRSW pumps were declared operable.

A review of the documentation associated with the manway covers determined the
covers had been removed on February 9, 1989, in order to inspect pipe supports
underneath the floor. This condition caused plant technical specifications (TSs)
to not be act between March 23, 1989, and April 8, 1989, when the following TSs
were applicable.

Plant TS 3.5.A.4 requires at least one core spray (CS)(EIIS code BM) pump
operable with operable injection valves when irradiated fuel is.in the vessel and
the vessel is at atmospheric pressure. This TS was met at all times during the

~

event. TS 3.5.B.9 requires two residual heat removal-(RHR)(Ells code BO) pumps
with injection capability when there is irradiated fuel in the vessel and the
reactor is at atmospheric pressure. The low pressure coolant injection
requirement of this TS were met during this event. The containment cooling
requirement was not met. since only one RilR heat exchanger had an operable RHRSW
pump aligned. TS 3.5.C.7 requires an RHRSW pump aligned to each selected RilR
pump when there is irradiated fuel in the vessel. This requirement could not be
met. This is reportable under 10CFR 50.73 (a)(2)(1).

Cause of Event

The condition was caused by the inadequate identification of flood barriers in
plant procedures. The inadequate identification resulted in plant personnel not
being aware that the manways constituted a flood barrier and were required to be
properly secured in order to meet TSs.

Corrective Action

As immediate corrective action, the A1, A2, A3, D1, D2, and D3 RIIRSW pumps were
declared inoperable and the manway covers were properly secured on April 15, 1989
cfter questions on bolting material were resolved. The RHRSW pumps were then
declared operable. Plant flood barriers will be identified in plant procedures-
cud placed under administrative control to prevent recurrence.
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Analysis of Event

The TS that was not met was intended to ensure the plant had sufficient ~ cooling
during shutdown to maintain core cooling and to ensure sufficient containment
cooling capabilities during operation. At the current time, shutdown cooling is
not necessary because the decay heat in the core is sufficiently small that the
fuel pool cooling system is capable of maintaining the reactor water
temperature. The primary containment is not required and was open during this
event. Therefore, there was not a functional need for containment' cooling. The
TSs basis states'that containment cooling is necessary to ensure primary
containment integrity after an accident. Therefore, this condition did not
impact the safety of the plant.

Previous Similar Events - BFRO-50-259/88023

This event identified inadequate flood seals in RHRSW pump rooms because of
inadequate design.

Commitments

Identify plant flood barriers and place barriers under' administrative controls.
This will be done by September 30, 1989.
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